Host Jeff says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sitting in waiting room reading some PADD's ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Waiting for the rest of the crew on the Bridge::
MO_Adams says:
::Reports to bridge::
CMO_Kriss says:
::hurries to the bridge::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Stand at tactical going over some last min tactical reports. ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::in turbolift enroute to bridge, looking over p.a.d.d. data on nebula::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Computer, Time.
<Computer> The time is 0859 hours.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*All*: All senior officers and assistances, please report to the Bridge if you're STILL not here!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stands up and tugs on his uniform ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads for the ready room after finishing reports ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::walks onto bridge, face still burried in p.a.d.d.::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@XO:How well did we make out ::gestures to the wrecked hulk of a colony ship on the viewscreen::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: tugs one more time and walks through his ready room door at the backside of the bridge ::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@CO: Very well, cap'n.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::bumbs into Adams::  MO:  Oops, sorry, Adams.
CMO_Kriss says:
::exits to bridge:  XO:Reporting as ordered.
MO_Adams says:
CEO: Don't mention it, nervous?
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::nods at CMO:: CMO: Good Morning
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks up to the crew who is still gathering ::
PCTO_Racor says:
@::at tactical station fine tuning her weapons::
CEO_MacLeod says:
MO:  Nah, just going over data on this nebula.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: is fumbling with materials in sickbay:
Host CO_Hebert says:
XO:  Commander Jax, call your crew to.
CMO_Kriss says:
XO: Good morning.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
All: Attention on Deck!!!!!!
PXO_Scarr says:
P@CO: We pillaged all of her treasures.
MO_Adams says:
::Stands at attention::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::looks up::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stands next to the XO and pulls his shoulders back ::
CMO_Kriss says:
::Stands at attention::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@PXO:Excellent ::walks over to the weapons console, the tapping of his metalic clawed  articial foot against the floor can be heard::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Crew:  This will be short and simple.  Ensign Maxwell Hunter, please step forward.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Stand at attention at tactical after returning from the ready room ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::hears to PCO coming towards her and looks up::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Steps forward::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: shakes his head and coughs in Mr. Hunter's direction ::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::flexes his prothetic right hand::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: silently whispers ::  CTO:  Glad you could join us.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: clears his throat ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Ensign Hunter, You have performed above and beyond the call of duty in countless occations.  By my recommendation and Starfleet's approval, you are hearby promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade with all the rights and priviledges hereto.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: hands Mr. Hunter his new pip ::
CTO: Congratulations, Lt. Junior Grade Hunter.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  May I help you Sir....  I assure you, my weapons are in working order.. ::waves a scarred hand over the console::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Thank you sir I'll do my best to up hold that honor.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: extends his hand ::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: starts mixing and matching differant medications to find a suitable weapon::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::prothetic hand is made with diamond rods, can break anything on contact::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Take the CO's hand into his ::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:How long until we complete our "salvage"? ::grins evily, his gold incisor gleams in the light::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: clears his throat again making note trying to get them back to attention ::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::takes a few shadowboxing jabs::
MO_Adams says:
::remains in attention::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Stand back at attention ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CEO:  Mr. MacLeod, please step forward.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::steps upto CO::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Lieutenant Junion Grade Angus MacLeod, by my recommendation and the approval of Starfleet Command, you are hereby being presented with a commendation for bravery, which shall be so noted in your record.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCMO: This is some kind of invention you made to replace my right hand.  Maybe I should have my left cut off so you could fit me with the same thing.
CEO_MacLeod says:
CO:  Thank you sir
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: opens a small case and hands the case and both the medal and small ribbon to the CEO ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::laughs:: PCO:  I estimate maybe another 1/2 hr...  This salvage operation was quite easy... I barely got to use my knives and I've been doing a lot of target pratice.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CEO: Congratulations, Mr. MacLeod.
CEO_MacLeod says:
CO:  Thank you sir
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*XO*: why dont you come down and let me replace it then, if not leave me alone, im maken bioweapons
Host CO_Hebert says:
Crew:  Back to attention please.
MO_Adams says:
::Remains in attention::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*XO*: and you dont want me to drop one now do you??
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Nods at the CEO then returns to attention ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
CO: Captain Herbert, your attention please ::smiles::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*PCMO* Maybe later.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::steps down, returns to attention::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
CO: Captain Hebert, it is my honor to present you the Purple Heart Award, for injuries taken in the line of duty with the authorization of Starfleet Command. Congradulations!
CEO_MacLeod says:
::walks upto Max, slaps him hard on the back::  Hunter:  Congratulations too lad.  After this is over I'll buy you a scotch in the lounge.
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:Excellent, PXO:I'm going to the Cargo bay to take a look at our haul, Call me if we have any company ::walks to the turbolift::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: Aye aye, cap'n.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Smiles at the CEO ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Hands over the award to the CO::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: nods :: XO:  Thank you.  :: receives award ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::goes back to her weapons console, checking to make sure the torpedos salvaged are loaded properly::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::looks down at his medal, smiles::  
Host CO_Hebert says:
Crew:  There has been a slight change, the mission briefings still stand, except we are only going in three of our four craft.  Mr. Hunter you will accompany Commander Jax.  That's the only change.
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@::exits the turbo ift on to the Cargo deck and takes a look at some of the more interesting aquisitions::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Crew:  Crew, Congratulations all, and dismissed.  Report to the shuttlebay on the double.
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: A merchant convoy en route to Avalon appears on the PCTO's scanners at maximum range.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::on watch::
CMO_Kriss says:
CTO, CEO: congratulations.
MO_Adams says:
::enroute to shuttle bay::
CEO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Thanks, Lieutenant.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stares at his award then closes the box and puts it in his ready room ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO:  I'm picking something up on scanners... ::Grins evily::  It appears to be more then one ship....
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: Have you salvaged any scientific equipment?
CEO_MacLeod says:
::follows into TL::
CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Thanks doc.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Heads toward the turbo lift::
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: Congratulations.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCTO: Can you identify?
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
TL: Shuttle bay
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Follows the XO ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks out and hears the CMO ::  CMO: Thank you. :: grins ::  Everyone deserved one, but you know Starfleet.  :: whispers this to Kriss ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@CXO:  They just appeared on my scanner, nothing definite yet.  I can tell you its more then one.
CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Sir do you think we'll find these pirates?
CEO_MacLeod says:
::steps over to CO:  CO:  Sir, about this nebula.
MO_Adams says:
::arrives in shuttle bay::
CMO_Kriss says:
::arrives at shuttle, exits TL::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::opens internal comm:: PCO: Cap'n!  We have multiple incoming vessels.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PXO:  They appear to be merchant ships..  ::continuing to monitor the scanners::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
CTO: If Starfleet say they're out there, you bet your afterlife...
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: Have you salvaged any scientific equipment?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: gets off the turbolift and enters the shuttlebay ::
:: walks around to the fighter in the front and touches his hand to the outer hull ::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@*CMO*:Aye, this was a colony ship, they had Plenty of scientific stuff, just come and take a look at it and it'l be part of your share
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*PCO* They look to be merchant ships.
CEO_MacLeod says:
::follows CO::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Exits turbo lift and Enters shuttlebay::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: boards the ship and sits down in the co-pilot seat ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Hmm well I would bet that :: XO: I hope so sir.
Host Jeff says:
<AvalonFCO> ::sitting in fighter office, watching the senior staff trickle into the fighterbay
Host CO_Hebert says:
COMM: Avalon Control:  This is Gold Leader, we are ready for departure, please open shuttle bay doors.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Boards the G2::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::Climbs into cockpit, looks at CO:  CO:  Hey I though you were flying.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@CTO: ETA of the convoy?
CMO_Kriss says:
::looks to MO and Gold Three::
MO_Adams says:
::Boards G3 and takes seat in co-piolots seat::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CEO:  Nope, you are.  Now sit.  :: grins ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Folows the XO onto G@ ::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: aye sir:: rushes to the TL:: TL: shuttlebay
MO_Adams says:
CMO:  Hmmm, I could get used to this
MO_Adams says:
::Grins::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::sits down::  Computer:  Begin checklist
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@*XO*:Aye, I'm on my way, they have any defenses worth speaking of? ::heads for the turbo lift::
CMO_Kriss thinks:  ::maybe he is aboard already::
Host Jeff says:
<AvalonFCO>  COMM: GL: Gold Leader, this is Avalon Control, stand by for combat launch proceedure.
CEO_MacLeod says:
CO:  The pirates picked a good spot to hide out.  All that high energy discharging gasses will limit our sensors and will most likely axe our shields.
Host CO_Hebert says:
*GL:  Gold Leader to Gold Team, prepare for departure.*
CMO_Kriss says:
::steps onto Gold Three and see the MO::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@CTO: And what kind of armaments do they have?
CMO_Kriss says:
MO:: Hello.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO:  Calculating...
CEO_MacLeod says:
::checks computer displays::  CO:  All systems are green here, sir.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2: *StationOPS*: G2 ready to launch
MO_Adams says:
CMO: Hello, was wondering where you ran off to   ::Grin::
Host Jeff says:
<AvalonFCO> COMM: Gold Squadron:  Gold Squadron, stand by for combat launch, in 10 seconds. Please remember to strap yourselves in and enjoy the ride.
CMO_Kriss says:
::takes a seat in the pilot's chair::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: enters the bay and starts looking through the pile::
MO_Adams says:
::Straps safty harness::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Goes over  the G2's tactical systems ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:: sits down and straps in to his seat ::
CMO_Kriss says:
MO:  Stopped to check on my son.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2::Puts on seat belt and stuff::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: The FCO triggers the catapult system, fireing the fighters out of the bay at extremely high speed, the Peregrines engines automatically comeing on
MO_Adams says:
CMO: Doing well?
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@::Arrives on the bridge and wonders why he hasn't been answered yet::
CMO_Kriss says:
::checks status of ship::  MO:  yes, he is doing well, wishes us all luck.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Straps into his seat ::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: We're figuring out the info now.
MO_Adams says:
G3: CMO: We'll need it
CEO_MacLeod says:
G1::  ::checks flight controls::  CO: Clean launch.  
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: feels the power of the launch and loves every bit of it not showing as much as a grin on his face ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2  ::adjust IDF::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL ::  *GT*  Fall into standard Echelon formation, begin sensor sweeps. Gold Leader Out.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2  CTO: Begin sensor sweeps...
CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Little different from the station tactical systerm but I think I got a hang of it.
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@PXO:Make sure that we install some quicker sensors next time we get the chance ::Scowls::
CEO_MacLeod says:
G1::  ::manuvers for formations, following pre-set flight course::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Adjust ship to Echelon formation::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: Aye sir.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO: They are all armed with Mark III Phaser for spacial object defection.  We have 6 ships and can intercept in about 3 minutes at a best speed.  ::continues to look::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2  CTO: Good...
CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir beginning senor sweep :: taps a few keys ::
MO_Adams says:
C3::   ::Manuvers into position::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: pulls out several pieces of medical items and a type IV partical emitter, then heads back to Sickbay::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO/PCTO: Sounds like easy targets.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3@MO:  Everything seems to check out.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO:  They are not aware of us yet...
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO:  I'm also detecting some Nav deflectors.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL *GT* Gold Team, this is Gold Leader, We are now enroute to the Charleson nebula, we are now in the area of the Starfleet reports.  ETA to nebula, is coming now.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  E.t.a. to the nebula, two minutes, sir.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: Sir if I'm not stepping out of place you got any family on board station?
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PXO:Aye, FCO, take us to the outter edge of the nebula and disable those ships, then tractor them in here
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:<PFCO>:Aye Sir ::moves them out::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2  CTO: Nope
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2  CTO: How about you?
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: arrives and starts putting togather a small bomb from the Partical emitter::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::Readies phasers to take out engines::
MO_Adams says:
G3: CMO: Hopefully this will go over smoothly....::Chuckles::...yeah right, like it ever does?
CTO_Hunter says:
XO: G2 XO: Me either so where you from sir?
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL CEO:  Well, this is going to be a smooth 6 hours.  :: grins ::  I hope...
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: puts his homemade mixture of serine gas into the small partical bomb::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  I'm not that bad of a pilot, am I?
CMO_Kriss says:
*G1*: Our vessel is ready.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PXO:  Weapons ready on your command.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:  *Gold Team*  We are six hours away from the nebula at Warp 8.  Engage our preassigned couse at that speed.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::flexes his prosthetic right hand again, readying for action::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  Engage.
MO_Adams says:
G3: CMO: Shall we go into warp sir?
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::works controls::  CO: How fast do you want to go sir?
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2: CTO: I... errrr don't know...
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@PCTO:What are you waiting for blast them!
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::fingers hover over the fire button::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: looks at CEO and almost drops his jaw ::  Warp 8, you know how to do that right?
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::Targets first engine and fires::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: check sensor ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Going to warp.  ::engages warp drive::  CO:  Its a gift.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3 MO: plot a course and engage.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::Targets the next and fires, continues until she has all six::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: Sir, permission to go to the transporter to board?
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Coruse plotted.....what speed sir
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: Sir, if you can get me aboard and in their enviromental control station, i can neutrilze the crew
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 *GL*: Engaging Warp 8
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Presses a few buttons::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::  MO: warp 8.
MO_Adams says:
G3 ::Engages Warp 8::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::checks flight plan waypoint indicator::  CO:  on course, holding at warp 8
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: We're on it
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PXO:Once they're in, let the CMO beam his bomb aboard and then you can take a team to mop up the rest
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: So how long you been in starfleet sir?
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: Aye sir.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: Shall i proced to the transporters sir?
Host Jeff says:
    ACTION: The Fighter Squadron recieves a highly garbled message from the Merchant Convoy, one word "Nebula" comes through understandably
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: tries to clear the message up but has little success ::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: ::receives distorted message::
CEO_MacLeod says:
::hears transmission, strains to make sense of it::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::Fires again just to be sure::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@*CMO*:Aye, just set the timer for 6 seconds and beam it over
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: leaves sickbay with his bomb and heads to the transporter room::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::exits to TL::
MO_Adams says:
G3::  ::Attempts to clear the message::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: Sir give a com signal it weak but I think I can clear it up.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::No luck, only get's 'Nebula'::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL:: CO:  You say something, sir?
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::TL goes to TR::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: What do you suppose that meant?
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  No, why too quiet for you?
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: enters the Transporter room and places a 6 second timer on the bomb, prepares to activate and transport::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: doesn't get anymore then Nebula Clear ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO: Oh, I'm sure it'll get noisy soon enough.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Go ahead and try, please do another senor sweep as soon as possible
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::on the way, assigns a team to clean up the transports::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: :: has a little success in getting more of the message, he now understands that pirates have attacked close to the Charleson Nebula ::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:CTO:just disable, those ships may get a decent salvage fee if they arent damaged too badly
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL CEO: Don't with that... but I believe you are correct.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 ::  do another senor sweep of the area ::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::MO: wish we had more.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*:  Sir, beam me to the envirometal control room so i can kill the entire crew
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: :: relays messgae to Avalon and updates them on the progress ::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: I'll do my best.. ::Returns to COMM and tries to clear message::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::receiving update::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@*XO*:  A security team will meet you in the transporter room.  Use them if you like.  PCO:  i just want to disable their weapons.  We don't want them getting off a shot now do we.
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: 6 hours pass uneventfully, no further communication is recieved from the merchant convoy, at last the Fightercraft drop out of warp behind the Charleson nebula, according to their patrol path they are to move through the nebula dropping tacheon probes to watch for pirate activity, then proceed out the other side...
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: All I can get is Pirate, Nebula, and attack.  Sorry.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::returns with much bounty::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::drops out of warp::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Rubs eyes and goes back to  senoring  the area ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Secured from warp speed.  Transfering warp power to weapons and shields.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*PCO* Much bounty was had on that ship, cap'n!
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Transfering warp power to shields and wepons.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:: CEO: Understood.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Taps on consul::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PXO:Excellent, how long until the rest of the convoy is stripped?
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Head for the Tranport :: XO: Ready to beam over
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::MO: we need to run sensor sweeps of the nebula.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*XO*: Sir, have you any more type IV partical emitters??
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Understood
MO_Adams says:
G3::  ::Begins sensor sweep::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Where are you goin?
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: *GT* Proceed with Tacheon probe drops.  Continue on current waypoint.  Maintain Sensor Sweep.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*PCO* It will be several hours, sir. *PCMO* I think we have some in there.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*XO*: give them to me, i can make more bombs out of them
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Can't penetrate the nebula.  Continue scan?
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: stay at your post, I need you to put some tacheon probes for me
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO:  I have activated our tacheon probes and have launched them.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*CMO* I'll site-to-site them.  ::gives the transporter chief a nod::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: The fighter squad enters the nebula, shields and most sensors offline, visual target lock only... they follow the prearranged beacon...
PCTO_Racor says:
P@*XO*:  Sir, were we able to get those Mark III's off.   They will make a great back up system.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::MO: Yes, something may come up.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@*CTO* The Mark IIIs are in cargo 2.
MO_Adams says:
G3::   ::Continuew sensor sweep::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: Aye sir :: Heads back to tactical. ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Does sensor sweep while the CTO drop probes::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  As expected sir, shields are gone, and sensors, extremely limited.  Good thing these peregrine's have ablative armor.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO: Most of the sensors have gone offline.  We need to continue on our path following the beacon.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: presses a button on the console and a joystick like mechanism comes up along with a manual targeting site ::
CEO:  Now I remember why I loved the Tactical Position.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Understood
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL:  CO:  We're locked onto the navagation beacon.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Drops the prob ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Annoyed that the sensors aren't working in the nebula::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: ::hate flying blind::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::increases her sensors to maximum::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: So, how long have you been flying?
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Switching to manual......
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: *GT* Continue sweeps.  Go into radio silence mode now, no more communication between ships until further notice, Gold Leader Out.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::feels a little shutter in the flight controls, looks down at engine monitors::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO:  I have only gone through StarFleet pilot training.  You?
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: aye sir.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: recieves the emitters and procedds to make more serine gas bombs:: CO: do you want prisoners or a total wipe of life?
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: the PCTO picks up a scrambled and garbled transmission, definately federation carrier wave, coming from behind them, in the nebula.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Going to radio silence...
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO:  I have no experiance.  Not even in the Acadamy
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  picking up some ionization on the port engine, flux chiller...  I'm compensating.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Enters Radio Silence::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  I'm picking up a garbled transmission...  federation signature.  We have company!!
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  They are coming in from behind.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO: Understood.  Can we increase the sensor power?  Maybe dumping Aux?
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Yeah, I'll see what I can do?
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: radio silence aye sir :: gos to radio silence ::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@PCTO:Target the area around the Federation ships and prepare to fire
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::exits TR for the bridge::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::calls up power allocation sub-systems, begins placing certain systems into stand-by::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  Shall I lock onto them...  Aye sir.  I'm trying to look on now...
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: makes both serine gas bombs and tranquilizer bombs::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Looks to the XO ::
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Get ready for anything...
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO; we need to shut down all unnecessary systems.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  I can't get a lock, but I can fire on their last know position.  They are most likely travelling on a straight course.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: reads power flucuations in the nebula but couldn't be just nebula interference. Goes with his hunch ::
COMM:  This is Gold Leader of Avalon Station, we are in the Charleson Nebula, very odd readings, request assisstance.  :: sets to repeat message one more time ::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Agreed....:::Shuts down all unessential systmes::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Since we have to target manually.....
PCMO_Strum says:
P@CO: sir, the bombs are ready for transport
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: taps afew bottons in readness for just about anything ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::diverts power reserve to sensor systems::  CO:  I've been able to increase sensors by just 5%.  That equates to approximitly 5,000 kilometers
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::TL stops at bridge, I enter bridge::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@:: calculates last known position from the transmission and repares to fire::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Its like pea soup out there, not much to see.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  Break formation, establish line astern formation.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::fires weapons::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::manuvers fighter::  CO: Aye sir.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::compensates for gas turbulance::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:Assume they are moving at full impulse and fire on the calculated position, PFCO, take us out of the nebula where we can bring our shields and sensors back up to full
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: PCTO's shots miss, however with all the Radio chatter being given off by GL he has a sensor lock on the Vessel.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: Recognizes change in formation and compensates position::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Did you see that?
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: looks at the scanner :: XO: Sir the only thing worst then a pirate is the waiting to find one.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:  *GT*  Break formation, enemy ship in area.  Break formation, prepare yourselves.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  I have a sensor lock...  I'm firing again...  Torpedos this time.
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:<PFCO>:Aye sir, moving now
MO_Adams says:
G3:: Breaks formation::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:Excellent
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Breaks formation:: CTO: We have company
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  Evasive meneauveus.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::fires off a round of torpedos::
Host Jeff says:
<USS Toronto COMM> COMM: GL: Gold Leader, this is the USS Toronto, we read you, re-enforcements on the way.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@::braces for battle::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: We have company, raise shields and arm weapons?
CEO_MacLeod says:
 GL::  :rolls and dives::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Breaks formation ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Envasive manuvers
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO: Can you get a target lock?
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::raises sheilds to maximum::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: pulls on his triggering device and tries to see them through all the nebula dust - pull trigger hoping he got a straight shot off ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::continues evasive manuvers::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: Gold Leader takes a glancing phaser blow, damage to starboard engines, her speed has been reduced to 45%, fire in the cockpit.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::MO: Raise shields if you can, arm all weapons.
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: GL's ship spins, shot going wild
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL :: starts coughing with the smoke ::
Computer: Extinguish fire.
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  Damage to one of the ships...  I'm firing again.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: continue Envasive manuvers ::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Arms weapons.  Gets shilelds to 84%::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::   ::reads damage::  CO: We're hit, number 2 engine, looseing power!
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: Sir, can you use the transporters on those fighters??
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: Pirate Vessel withdraws outside of nebula.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Only have 84% shields but weapons are active.  What's your order sir?
PCTO_Racor says:
P@::Fires another round of torpedos::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::fights controls a little::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: Gold Leaders cockpit is filling with smoke
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::MO:Fire when ready.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Riase shiled and start firing ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: Gold Team, this is Gold Leader:  Do not follow them outside the nebula.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: If and when we clear the nebula, raise shields, but now, fire at will
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Fires at last known position of Pirate Ship::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: exits sickbay and heads for the transporter room::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: Pirate vessel takes a glanceing phaser pulse off their aft shields, no damage.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  All stop, get this fire out.  :: stands and looks for the extinguishers.
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:Keep our shields raised and be ready to pick them off if they come out.  PCSO:Is there anyway we can ignite the gas in the nebula?
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  I'm not going to be able to penetrate the nebula with the sensors....  hmmm I wonder if we can ignite the nebula somehow.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Looks for the shiled button :: XO sir where are the shileds?
MO_Adams says:
B3::  ::Gets a glimps of one of the pirate ships, retargets and fires::    ::Crosses fingers::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  I am ready. ::Flexes her fingers::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Shields don't work in the nebula
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::kills engines::  CO:  All stop sir.  ::grabs fire extinguisher, starts to quench electrical fires::
MO_Adams says:
<G3>
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: It looks like they're not coming out.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:  :: starts to reset the ventilation system trying to filter the smoke ::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: well we'll have to do this the hard way then :: Fires at the nearest pirate ship to G2 ::
CMO_Kriss G3::  ::locks phasers on pirate ship and fires. (PHASER3.wav)
PCTO_Racor says:
P@XO:  We are definitely going to need to flush them out....
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: What are your orders, sir?  Cotinue "Blind Fire"?
PCMO_Strum says:
P@*CO*: sir if you get the shield down on a fighter i can send one of my bombs over
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL *GT*:  Everyone regroup.  and fall back further into the nebula using the tacheon probes we used as guides.
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: Gold Leader is venting plasma, her reserves are down to 75%
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Looks at the scanner eyes wide ::
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::  MO: Hold fire.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL:: ::drops exhaused extinguisher, jumps back into seat, brings engines up and manuvers to fall back position::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::HOlds fire::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PXO:Aye PCTO:ready a group of quantum torpedos, set them to enter the nebula 3000 meters and detonate
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Hold your fire, we are going back deeper in the nebula
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Looks to the Xo for orders::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Turns the ship around and follows the probe::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  Aye,   quantum torpedos ready....  Firing.
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Holds his fire ::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCMO:They are in the nebual, if youd like to be scrambled all over the univers go ahead...
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Why not try a wide spread photon shot and see if we can get a better reading?
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  If we cannot stop the leak, we are going to have to abandon.  We can't transport in this nebula.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL:: CO:  Sir, the number 2 engine is venting plasma, we might as well be holding up a "we're over here sign"
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: goes back to scanning the area as best as he can ::
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: The Qunatum Torpedoes being pouding into the nebula, shaking the fighters, one of these times an explosion is going to come too close and ignite Gold Leaders leaking plasma...
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: I think the doctor was wanting to beam just a bomb to those ships.
CMO_Kriss says:
G3::  MO:  They have possibly left the nebula. Can we modify our sensors at all to detect anything in this nebula?
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  wait... can we use that plasma?  Can we focus a beam of it out of the nebula at them?
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Aye, I can vector the exhaust
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL:  CEO:  I have an idea, but it's risky...
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: I'll see what I can do. ::Self:: Didn't know I knew this much about Space Crafts, cool!
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  I like risky
MO_Adams says:
G3:: Returns to consul and begins tapping buttons::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PXO:I heard him and responded I am not deaf ::looks sinister::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: Sir someone firing  Qunatum Torpedoes ::
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 *GL*: Your ship seem to be leaking something, do you require assistance?
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@:PCTO:Continue the barage, and vary the distance a bit in case they are trying to run
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  Can you prepare a full impulse burst... at them... no... it won't work, they would hit us before we got that close.
PXO_Scarr says:
P@PCO: Sir, it sounded like you though she wanted to go in there herself.
Host Jeff says:
ACTION: A Quantorp explodes very near to G2, her inertial dampeners are compensating, but she has minor hull damage.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 CTO: Envasive manuvers but keep going deeper into the nebula
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Stand ready at the tranport just in case ::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  You said risky, not suicidal
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: GT:  We are venting, need assistance.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Sir, I tihnk I found a way to see if any object   is in the nebula, but can't make promises
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  Continuing firing....
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 XO: aye sir.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: CMO: Sir?
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO: proceed.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  prepare for docking with G3.  *G3* Hold your present location.
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: starts to set the timers on the bombs and prepares to activate them::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  Aye sir.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Recalibrates sensors::  ::runs sesor sweep::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: Does as order ::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  Maybe if we come around behind them.  We can get them that way.
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::brings docking clamps online::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  ::Manuvers closer to G3::
PCTO_Racor says:
P@PCO:  They shouldn't detect us re-entering the nebula from behind.
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Laughs:: CMO: Take a look at these readings...good luck making heads or tails of it.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: CEO:  Dock us.
XO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
G2 ::Is going ahead of G3 and GL::
PCMO_Strum says:
P@:: starts playing with the buttons on the bombs::
CEO_MacLeod says:
GL::  CO:  In position, here we go.  ::kisses up to G3::
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 :: to the XO for futher orders ::
MO_Adams says:
G3:: ::Prepares for docking::
Host PCO_Bones says:
P@PCTO:But our sensors and sheilds would be useless, the last thing i want is to be blindsided by some tiny fed ship, continue your barage
CTO_Hunter says:
G2 < looks to >
CMO_Kriss says:
G3:: MO:  looks like millions of molecules of various heavy materials.
Host CO_Hebert says:
GL: GL/G3:  Now that we are docked shut everything down.  make like a hole in the nebula.  CEO:  Start repairs once shut down is complete.
Host Jeff says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Necisary Mission Key:
P = Pirate
P@ = Pirate, Away from Avalon Station
GL = Gold Leader (Fighter 1)
G2 = Gold Two (Fighter 2)
G3 = Gold Three (Fighter 3)
USS Toronto = NPC Miranda Class Light Crusier
USS Devonshire = NPC Oberth Class Scout (Courier Ship)

